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A.

COVER LETTER

March 24, 2022
Mr. Kerry Keith, Sr. Director of Airport Development & Facilities
City of Naples Airport Authority
160 Aviation Drive North, Naples, FL 34104
SUBJECT: North Road Terminal Upgrade Program
Design Services
Dear Members of the Selection Committee,
Once the plane lands and the doors open, travelers know they
have arrived at the Naples Airport with its unique coastal,
modern building design and lush landscaping. Passengers
are then instantly greeted by a friendly and welcoming staff.
For over 53 years, the Airport has supported, served and
been a good neighbor to the Naples community through its
facilities, programs, and environmental efforts. The proposed
upgrades to the North Road Terminal (NRT) continues the
Airport Authority’s efforts to meet the needs of passengers,
the increasing demand and providing the updated modern
facilities that customers expect. As you embark on this
project, the Authority will need a design partner that provides
the following:

First-hand Knowledge of the Naples Airport

Schenkel & Shultz, Inc. (SchenkelShultz) is a 64-year old
corporation that has been working with the Naples
Airport Authority for the past 5 years and servicing the
Southwest Florida region for 30 years out of our local
offices. We began with the design of the Airport’s new Aircraft
Rescue and Firefighting Facility (ARFF) Station and continued
as part of the team to develop the overall master plan for the
Airport campus. This led to the design of the General Aviation
Terminal (GAT) and Airport Office Building (AOB) Renovations.
In tandem with the design of the GAT project, SchenkelShultz
completed renovations of the NRT in order to relocate
operations and administration to the facility, while the GAT
project was being renovated. Our first-hand knowledge of
the terminal, completion of the recent renovations, and our
work on the feasibility study for this upgrade project will be
invaluable. We understand the Authority’s vision, mission, and
design aesthetic we established at the GAT can seamlessly
integrate those principles into the NRT.

Expertise in FBO Terminal Design

As the COVID-19 pandemic is in its second year across the
globe and in the US, it has left its mark on air travel and
the supporting facilities. SchenkelShultz brings a depth
of experience designing and upgrading similar FBO and
General Aviation facilities for more than 70 airports
world-wide. Currently, the team is engaged in 6 active FBO
projects throughout the US and Caribbean. As a result of this
experience, SchenkelShultz brings a significant understanding
of the unique characteristics of these types of facilities. We
are continuously refining nuances of efficient FBO Terminal
design and understand the operational and programmatic
needs, code requirements and design influences of this
dynamic evolving industry in a post Covid world.

Committed and Dedicated Regional Team

The specific individuals we have proposed for the NRT
Upgrade Program are a blend of the firm’s aviation
expertise and local designers who are committed to
providing on-site and timely service to the Naples Airport
Authority. Nathalie White, Project Manager/Construction

Administrator, will lead the SchenkelShultz team, starting at
the discovery phase and continuing through to construction
completion. The Naples Airport Authority is a priority client
for SchenkelShultz and Nathalie will remain actively
engaged in the project from design inception through
completion. Gennifer Hunt, Interior Designer, located in
our Southwest Florida office, understands the importance
of being on-site throughout design and construction to
ensure the interior space aligns with the Airport’s vision.
Nathalie and Gennifer have both been actively involved
in completing the Naples Airport GAT project. In addition,
both bring valuable healthcare experience and knowledge
that will benefit the project post Covid.
Supporting our local team, will be SchenkelShultz’s aviation
design experts. Somer A. Spencer, AIA, LEED® AP BD+C,
Aviation Project Architect / Lead Design Professional, has
completed the design of more than 55 aviation projects,
including 20 FBO terminals for Signature Flight Support
at 13 airports nationwide. Daniel C. Laggan, AIA, will
serve as Partner-in-Charge and commit the firm’s resources
to ensure the project’s overall success, along with Natalia
Aguzino who will provide Technical Production support.
Further supporting this project, is our team of local
engineering partners. Hole Montes (Civil Engineer /
Landscape Architect) has completed over 75 aviation
projects since 2000 with SchenkelShultz, including
a rental car relocation project at Southwest Florida
International Airport. Additionally, TLC Engineering
Solutions (MEP / Fire Protection / Security Engineer) and
TRC World-Wide Engineering (Structural Engineer), as
well as KMI International (Cost Estimator) who completed
the feasibility study for this project have joined our team
for the NRT project. With recent experience together, our
proposed team has demonstrated a strong commitment to
collaboration and local presence.
As the architectural team who worked alongside the
Authority in the development of the initial vision for this
project, SchenkelShultz is passionate about seeing the
project through to completion to help deliver this vision
for your new NRT. We are committed to elevating the
surrounding community through the design of these
important facilities that will leave a first and lasting
impression of the City of Naples. We look forward to
presenting our ides in more detail.
We acknowledge the receipt of Addendum 1 issued on
March 17, 2022 and have no exceptions to the terms and
provisions of the provided sample services agreement.
Sincerely,

Daniel C. Laggan, AIA, Partner				

Nathalie J. White, Project Manager / Contact Person
Email: nwhite@schenkelshultz.com				
PH: 239-208-2846
12561 New Brittany Boulevard					
Fort Myers, FL 33907					
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B.

TEAM INTRODUCTION AND RESUMES

The SchenkelShultz team brings extensive experience
designing state-of-the-art terminals and aviation projects
throughout Southwest Florida and the U.S. Our Project
Manager, Nathalie White, will manage the design team
from inception through construction completion. Located
in our Southwest Florida office, Nathalie brings extensive
experience working on a variety of projects throughout the
community, including projects in Collier, Lee and Charlotte
counties. She understands the design aesthetic, mission
and standards of the Naples community, specifically the
design goals and vision of the Naples Airport Authority
having working on the recent GAT renovations
Nathalie will lead our team and be the main point of
contact for Naples Airport Authority. She will engage
with project stakeholders during visioning sessions and lead
our collaborative design process to ensure that we exceed
the project goals and achieve the environmental stewardship
and engagement with the natural landscape you desire.
Working alongside Nathalie is Somer A. Spencer, AIA,
LEED® AP BD+C, Aviation Project Architect / Lead Design
Professional. She has completed the design of more than 1
million SF of FBO terminals at regional and international
airports nationwide and will use this experience to ensure
the project is in compliance with the requirements of
working on an active airport campus. Daniel C. Laggan, AIA,
Partner-in-Charge, Gennifer Hunt, Interior Designer and
Natalia Aguzino, Technical Production are also supporting
Nathalie and Somer.
To meet all of the technical requirements of the scope,
SchenkelShultz has teamed with the following experienced
group of subconsultants for this project - all of which
have experience with local construction and regulatory
conditions and are committed to being on-site to
collaborate with SchenkelShultz and the Naples Airport
Authority:

TLC Engineering Solutions (MEP / Fire Protection /
Security Engineer)
• Providing engineering services since 1955 with 8 offices,
including a local team in Fort Myers

FBO Terminal Design Embracing Local Design Aesthetic
Terminal at Nashville International Airport, Signature Flight Support

• Projects completed at the following airports in Southwest
Florida: Naples Airport, Southwest Florida International
Airport, Punta Gorda Airport and Sarasota-Bradenton
International Airport
• 25-year relationship with SchenkelShultz on more than
75 aviation projects, including the General Aviation
Terminal and Airport Office Building Renovations at
Naples Airport

TRC Worldwide Engineer (Structural Engineer)

• Over 50 years of experience in Florida garnering a deep
understanding and knowledge of relevant Florida Building
Codes, design requirements, regional practices, and
effective solutions to regional design challenges
• Local office in Fort Myers that has completed 10
projects with SchenkelShultz, including the GAT, AOB
and NRT Renovation projects at the Naples Airport
• Rental car design experience at Southwest Florida
International Airport, and other aviation projects at Page
Field Airport, Punta Gorda Airport and Fort LauderdaleHollywood International Airport

Hole Montes (Civil Engineer / Landscape Architect)

• Headquartered in Southwest Florida since 1966 and
recognized as the 2021 Best Engineering Firm by Gulfshore
Business
• Completed more than 100 projects with SchenkelShultz
• Work at all of Southwest Florida’s local airports,
including 8 projects at the Naples Airport

KMI International, Inc. (Cost Estimator)

• 23-year firm located in Orlando with experience working
on FBO and General Aviation Terminal projects
• Have provided cost estimating and scheduling services for
more than 80 airports across the world
• Completed the initial feasibility study and cost
estimate with SchenkelShultz for the NRT Upgrade
project at Naples Airport
We have included an organization chart showing our team’s
structure and relationship between the Naples Airport
Authority and our proposed team on the following page, as
well as resumes for our team.

Experience at the Naples Airport
ARFF / Fire Station#3, Naples Airport Authority
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

NAPLES AIRPORT AUTHORITY

Nathalie White
Project Manager/
Construction
Administrator

Dan Laggan, AIA
Partner-in-Charge

Gennifer Hunt
Interior Designer

Natalia Aguzino
Technical Production

DESIGN TEAM

Somer Spencer, AIA, LEED®AP BD+C
Aviation Project Architect / Lead
Design Professional

SUBCONSULTANTS

TLC ENGINEERING
SOLUTIONS, INC.

TRC WORLDWIDE
ENGINEERING

HOLE MONTES

KMI INTERNATIONAL

Dominic Cacolici, PE
Mechanical Engineer

Paul Moerschel, PE, SI
Structural Engineer

Tim Parker, PE, CM
Civil Engineer

Matthew Knight
Cost Estimator

Brett Sands, PE, LEED® AP
BD+C
Electrical Engineer

Bill Prysi, PLA, ASLA
Landscape Architect

Rey Miller, EI, CPD
Plumbing / Fire Protection
Designer
Santiago Beron, RCDD,
CTS-D
Security Designer
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TEAM INTRODUCTION AND RESUMES
DANIEL LAGGAN, AIA

Partner-in-Charge - SchenkelShultz

Education: Bachelor of Architecture,
Kent State University
Registration: Registered Architect,
FL #AR94736
Years of Experience: 30 Years

Dan is the Managing Partner of SchenkelShultz. He brings 30
years of experience and has built a reputation as a skilled,
technically proficient architect that is well-versed in the
nuances of designing complex projects within stringent
budget constraints. Dan’s experience includes aviation, FBO
and office design. He will commit the firm’s resources to this
project, ensuring that the goals for the NRT Upgrade are
met.
Orion Jet Center FBO Terminal & Hangars, AA
Acquisitions, LLC.
116,300 SF / $27 million / FBO terminal design / design
creates a strong sense of place reflective of South Florida
/ native landscaping / includes inviting lobby, customer
service and support spaces for passengers / office and
executive suites for staff
American Aero FBO Terminal & Hangars, FW American
Aero Land Company, LLC.
138,800 SF / $44 million / FBO terminal design / multiphased project on an active airport campus / terminal
renovation and addition to meet the needs of the anchor
FBO tenant / consolidates the FBO operations into one
location / includes offices, flight planning, conference and
support spaces / LEED® Silver certified
FBO Terminal at Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International
Airport, Signature Flight Support
18,320 SF / $12.1 million / FBO terminal design / modern
lobby / pilot’s lounge / private conference rooms / elite VIP
facility with TSA screening / sports charter with a VIP lounge
and individual suites / LEED® Silver certified
“The OC” Office Building at NeoCity, Osceola County
Government
100,000 SF / $20 million / interior office and tenant fitout / exterior is designed to emulate the innovative and
highly technical nature of the work inside / includes a board
room with a terrace overlooking 500-acres of development
/ zones for collaboration and idea sharing / meeting/
conference rooms / open and traditional office spaces /
traditional private offices
Headquarters Office Renovation, Orlando Economic
Partnership
18,000 SF / interior office and tenant fit-out / modern
design includes a collaborative, technology-rich launch
bar/ open workspaces, executive office suites, wellness
space, kitchenette and break areas, conference room and
community event space / actively celebrates the views of
downtown Orlando

NATHALIE J. WHITE

Project Manager /Construction
Administrator - SchenkelShultz

Education: Bachelor of Design,
University of Florida
Registration: N/A
Years of Experience: 14 Years

Nathalie has been a resident of Southwest Florida for more
than 10 years and has worked on projects in Collier, Lee
and Charlotte Counties. She is passionate about the local
community and continuing the relationship built with the
Naples Airport Authority. As Project Manager, she will be
the day-to-day contact and responsible for ensuring
our team is collaborative, present and available to the
Airport Authority. She will also be responsible for the
building’s exterior design, ensuring it is an appropriate
reflection of the Naples Airport’s mission, vision and the
neighboring community. Nathalie’s commitment to the
project will continue into construction ensuring that the
design standards and integrity is maintained.
Naples Airport NRT Renovation, Naples Airport Authority
14,000 SF / $740,000 / Naples Airport experience /
upgrades to the existing terminal / created bright, open
spaces for the Authority and FBO tenant / renovated
restrooms / added office space
Naples Airport GAT Renovation, Naples Airport Authority
20,125 SF / $6.6 million / Naples Airport experience /
renovated the existing general aviation terminal to enhance
the passenger experience / modern coastal design that
embraces the local community aesthetic / inviting lobby
with a green living wall feature / upgraded lobby, expanded
passenger lounge and new cafe / renovated office and
support space for staff
FBO Terminal at Des Moines International Airport,
Signature Flight Support
41,000 SF / $10 million / FBO terminal design / captures
the spirit, culture and vibrancy of the city / collaborative hub
with green space and a sculpture art park / inviting lobby /
includes offices, pilot’s lounge and support spaces
FBO Terminal at Bedford L.G. Hanscom Field, Signature
Flight Support
6,572 SF / $6.6 million / FBO terminal design / design
focused on creating a sense of place upon arrival / elements
embrace the local community culture and aesthetic /
includes passenger lobby, offices and support spaces
Tenant Improvements at Southwest Florida International
Airport, Alaska Airlines
$67,278 / aviation design / office renovation for
administrative services in the ticket lobby and line support
office on the airfield / completed at an active airport
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SOMER A. SPENCER, AIA,
LEED®AP BD+C

Aviation Project Architect / Lead
Design Professional - SchenkelShultz

Education: Master of Architecture,
Florida A&M University
Registration: Registered Architect, FL
#AR96094

NATALIA AGUZINO
Technical Production SchenkelShultz

Education: Master of Architecture,
University of Florida - CityLab
Registration: N/A
Years of Experience: 10 Years

Years of Experience: 16 Years
Somer, an Associate Principal at SchenkelShultz, has spent
the majority of her career with the firm focused on aviation
design. Over the past decade, she has completed more
than 55 aviation projects, including FBO terminals, office
renovations and general aviation terminals at international
and regional airports. Somer has invaluable experience
as part of the SchenkelShultz team who completed the
feasibility study for the NRT Upgrade. Her first-hand
knowledge of the existing building, airport’s goals and
design standards results in no learning curve to continue
the terminal upgrades. Somer will be responsible for
documentation during planning, programming, and design.
Naples Airport NRT Renovation, Naples Airport Authority
14,000 SF / $740,000 / Naples Airport experience /
upgrades to the existing terminal / created bright, open
spaces for the Authority and FBO tenant / renovated
restrooms / added office space
Naples Airport GAT Renovation, Naples Airport Authority
20,125 SF / $6.6 million / Naples Airport experience /
renovated the existing general aviation terminal to enhance
the passenger experience / modern coastal design that
embraces the local community aesthetic / inviting lobby
with a green living wall feature / upgraded lobby, expanded
passenger lounge and new cafe / renovated office and
support space for staff
Naples Airport AOB Renovation, Naples Airport Authority
9,036 SF / $1.1 million / Naples Airport experience
/ exterior renovations to blend with terminal design /
renovation to the common entry corridor, restrooms and
finishes /improved office and conference space for staff
FBO Terminal at Des Moines International Airport,
Signature Flight Support
41,000 SF / $10 million / FBO terminal design / captures
the spirit, culture and vibrancy of the city / collaborative hub
with green space and a sculpture art park / inviting lobby /
includes offices, pilot’s lounge and support spaces
FBO Terminal at Bedford L.G. Hanscom Field, Signature
Flight Support
6,572 SF / $6.6 million / FBO terminal design / design
focused on creating a sense of place upon arrival / elements
embrace the local community culture and aesthetic /
includes passenger lobby, offices and support spaces

Natalia has a passion for design has completed more
than $100 million of projects, including working on 25
aviation projects with SchenkelShultz in the past 3 years.
As Technical Production, she with assist the design team
through a collaborative design process ensuring that your
goals, vision and needs are met for the NRT Upgrade project.
Natalia will work closely with the team during the discovery
phase of the project to research and understand the design
vision, goals and mission. This will then be translated into
the construction documents ensuring all applicable codes
are met and the design integrity is maintained.
FBO Hangar at Punta Gorda Airport, Charlotte County
Airport Authority
14,500 SF / $1 million / local Southwest Florida design
experience /new single story building with office space to
support the FBO
FBO Terminal at Des Moines International Airport,
Signature Flight Support
41,000 SF / $10 million / FBO terminal design / captures
the spirit, culture and vibrancy of the city / collaborative hub
with green space and a sculpture art park / inviting lobby /
includes offices, pilot’s lounge and support spaces
FBO Terminal at Bedford L.G. Hanscom Field, Signature
Flight Support
6,572 SF / $6.6 million / FBO terminal design / design
focused on creating a sense of place upon arrival / elements
embrace the local community culture and aesthetic /
includes passenger lobby, offices and support spaces
FBO Terminal at Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International
Airport, Signature Flight Support
18,320 SF / $12.1 million / FBO terminal design / modern
lobby / pilot’s lounge / private conference rooms / elite VIP
facility with TSA screening / sports charter with a VIP lounge
and individual suites / LEED® Silver certified
FBO Terminal at New York Stewart International Airport,
Signature Flight Support
32,578 SF / $10.1 million / FBO terminal design / design
honors the nearby US Military Academy at West Point /
modern design that includes lobby, customer service and
pilot’s lounge / offices and support spaces
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GENNIFER E. HUNT

DOMINIC CACOLICI, PE

Interior Designer - SchenkelShultz

Mechanical Engineer - TLC Engineering

Education: Bachelor of Science in
Interior Design, Southwest Florida
College

Education: Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering, Cleveland
State University

Registration: N/A

Registration: Professional Engineer,
FL #74491

Years of Experience: 12 Years

Gennifer has extensive experience designing interiors for
a variety of projects in Southwest Florida, including
healthcare, aviation, office and governmental projects. She
understands how to design the interior of a space to meet
the needs of the clients. She will be an integral member of
the design team to ensure that the finishes and selections
meet the design goals of the Naples Airport Authority.
Genn has been involved and present on-site as the General
Aviation Terminal project completes at the Airport, giving
her an invaluable understanding the coastal, modern
design elements needed to translate the Airport’s vision to
passengers and visitors to Southwest Florida.
Naples Airport GAT Renovation, Naples Airport Authority
20,125 SF / $6.6 million / Naples Airport experience /
renovated the existing general aviation terminal to enhance
the passenger experience / modern coastal design that
embraces the local community aesthetic / inviting lobby
with a green living wall feature / upgraded lobby, expanded
passenger lounge and new cafe / renovated office and
support space for staff
Golden Gate EMS Station, Collier County Government
14,082 SF / $6.3 million / local Southwest Florida design
experience / new EMS station to meet the needs of the
growing community / includes apparatus bays for 5 vehicles,
living quarters, offices and support spaces
Terminal Expansion and Renovation at Southwest Florida
International Airport, Lee County Port Authority
218,500 SF / $150 million / aviation design / multiphased at an active airport / expand and renovate the
existing terminal and screening area / blend the existing
and expanded areas cohesively / design aesthetic focused
on the Southwest Florida coastal elements / increased
passenger amenities
Estero Fire Station No. 45, Estero Fire Rescue District
19,200 SF / $6.5 million / local Southwest Florida design
experience / new fire station to meet the needs of the
growing community / design inspired by the local ecology
and wildlife
Experience with Previous Firm
•
•
•
•

Neighborhood Health Clinic - Naples, FL
Arthrex - Naples, FL
Various Projects at Lee Health - Fort Myers, FL
Neogenomics Office Headquarters - Fort Myers, FL

• Amavida Senior Living Community - Fort Myers, FL

Years of Experience: 27 Years
Dominic has extensive experience as a senior mechanical
engineer. He has developed a solid background and
knowledge in the design of mechanical systems, which
provide high efficiency and sustainability, while reducing
energy maintenance costs. Dominic demonstrates excellence
in project management and design of new construction
and renovation projects. He has extensive aviation design
experience, including work with SchenkelShultz at the
Naples Airport and on consolidated rental car facilities
(CONRAC) at international airports in Florida.
Naples Airport GAT Renovation, Naples Airport Authority*
20,125 SF / $6.6 million / Naples Airport experience /
renovated the existing general aviation terminal to enhance
the passenger experience / modern coastal design that
embraces the local community aesthetic / inviting lobby
with a green living wall feature / upgraded lobby, expanded
passenger lounge and new cafe / renovated office and
support space for staff
Naples Airport AOB Renovation, Naples Airport Authority*
9,036 SF / $1.1 million / Naples Airport experience
/ exterior renovations to blend with terminal design /
renovation to the common entry corridor, restrooms and
finishes /improved office and conference space for staff
Terminal Improvements at Henry E. Rohlsen Airport,
Virgin Islands Port Authority*
15,150 SF / $7.8 million / terminal improvements /enhance
passenger experience / includes code upgrades, finishes,
seating and concessions improvements
CONRAC at Sarasota-Bradenton International Airport,
Sarasota-Manatee Airport Authority
88,000 SF / $22 million / CONRAC experience / a new
state-of-the-art facility with rental car storage / cleaning /
automotive maintenance / fueling activities for all rental car
operators at the Airport
CONRAC at Tampa International Airport, Hillsborough
County Aviation Authority
2.3 million SF / $267 million / CONRAC experience / new
5-story, state-of-the-art facility with 4,400 ready-return
spaces / includes a multi-level quick turn-around area with
fueling on each level /new 1,200-ton central energy plant to
support the project

* denotes experience with SchenkelShultz
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BRETT SANDS, PE, LEED® BD+C
Electrical Engineer - TLC Engineering

Education: Bachelor of Science
in Architectural Engineering,
Pennsylvania State University
Registration: Professional Engineer,
FL #PE48477
Years of Experience: 40 years
Brett has over 40 years of experience in electrical
engineering. He is well-versed in the design of power
distribution, emergency power generation, control
systems, communications, interior and exterior lighting,
sound systems, fire protection and lightning protection
systems, security and alarm systems. Brett has extensive
experience in engineering projects to achieve pre-defined
energy budgets, often utilizing alternative energy sources,
to include PV panels. He has completed work with
SchenkelShultz at the Naples Airport, as well as other
aviation projects at airports along Florida’s Gulf Coast.
Naples Airport GAT Renovation, Naples Airport Authority*
20,125 SF / $6.6 million / Naples Airport experience /
renovated the existing general aviation terminal to enhance
the passenger experience / modern coastal design that
embraces the local community aesthetic / inviting lobby
with a green living wall feature / upgraded lobby, expanded
passenger lounge and new cafe / renovated office and
support space for staff
Naples Airport AOB Renovation, Naples Airport Authority*
9,036 SF / $1.1 million / Naples Airport experience
/ exterior renovations to blend with terminal design /
renovation to the common entry corridor, restrooms and
finishes /improved office and conference space for staff
CONRAC at Tampa International Airport, Hillsborough
County Aviation Authority
2.3 million SF / $267 million / CONRAC experience / new
5-story, state-of-the-art facility with 4,400 ready-return
spaces / includes a multi-level quick turn-around area with
fueling on each level /new 1,200-ton central energy plant to
support the project
Terminal Expansion and Renovation at Punta Gorda
Airport, Charlotte County Aviation Authority*
57,532 SF / $8.9 million / Southwest Florida aviation
experience / multi-phased project at an active airport
/ terminal expansion that increased TSA screening
checkpoints, gates and agent stations / renovation of the
existing terminal including customer service counters and
hold room areas
Maintenance Hangars at Sarasota-Bradenton
International Airport, Sarasota-Manatee Airport Authority*
58,943 SF / $15.8 million / Florida aviation experience /
new maintenance hangar and academic building / landside
and airside access / includes classrooms and offices
* denotes experience with SchenkelShultz

REY MILLER, EI, CPD

Plumbing / Fire Protection Designer TLC Engineering

Education: Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering, University
of Central Florida
Registration: Engineer Intern, FL
Years of Experience: 22 Years
Rey has experience in all phases of plumbing construction
and has an excellent understanding of fire protection and
life safety design. He is well-versed in the International
Building Code, Energy Code, Plumbing Code, Fuel Gas Code,
NFPA and ADAAG. Rey is a detail-oriented professional who
always extends his fullest efforts to satisfy his clients. He
has worked on a several projects for the City of Naples,
including Baker Park and the General Aviation Terminal
and Airport Office Building Improvement projects with
SchenkelShultz and the Naples Airport Authority.
Naples Airport GAT Renovation, Naples Airport Authority*
20,125 SF / $6.6 million / Naples Airport experience /
renovated the existing general aviation terminal to enhance
the passenger experience / modern coastal design that
embraces the local community aesthetic / inviting lobby
with a green living wall feature / upgraded lobby, expanded
passenger lounge and new cafe / renovated office and
support space for staff
Naples Airport AOB Renovation, Naples Airport Authority*
9,036 SF / $1.1 million / Naples Airport experience
/ exterior renovations to blend with terminal design /
renovation to the common entry corridor, restrooms and
finishes /improved office and conference space for staff
Terminal Improvements at Henry E. Rohlsen Airport,
Virgin Islands Port Authority*
15,150 SF / $7.8 million / terminal improvements /enhance
passenger experience / includes code upgrades, finishes,
seating and concessions improvements
CONRAC at Sarasota-Bradenton International Airport,
Sarasota-Manatee Airport Authority
88,000 SF / $22 million / CONRAC experience / a new
state-of-the-art facility with rental car storage / cleaning /
automotive maintenance / fueling activities for all rental car
operators at the Airport
Maintenance Hangars at Sarasota-Bradenton
International Airport, Sarasota-Manatee Airport Authority*
58,943 SF / $15.8 million / Florida aviation experience /
new maintenance hangar and academic building / landside
and airside access / includes classrooms and offices
Curbside Expansion & CEP at Tampa International
Airport, Hillsborough County Aviation Authority
228,400 SF / $228 million / Florida aviation experience /
main terminal curbside expansion adding new lanes / also
includes a 4,800 ton central energy plant
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SANTIAGO BERON, RCDD,
CTS-D

Security Designer - TLC Engineering

PAUL S. MOERSCHEL, PE, SI

Structural Engineer - TRC Worldwide

Education: Master of Business
Administration, ICESI University

Education: Master of Science in Civil
Engineering, Georgia Institute of
Technology

Registration: RCDD #137779 /
CTS-D #2325046

Registration: Professional Engineer,
FL #60487

Years of Experience: 31 years

Years of Experience: 27 Years

Santiago is a Principal at TLC, with vast experience of
electronic systems and electrical design experience
specifically for airports, parking garages, commercial
buildings, and public safety facilities. He is skilled in bids
and submittal preparation, project management, design
and implementation of CCTV, access control, video walls,
structured cabling, and audio/visual systems. He is a
Registered Communications Distribution Designer (RCDD)
and a Certified Technology Specialist in Design. He has
worked on a several projects for the City of Naples, including
the General Aviation Terminal and Airport Office Building
Improvement projects with SchenkelShultz and the
Naples Airport Authority.

As President/Principal of TRC Worldwide Engineering, Inc.,
Paul has had a major role in the design and detailing of
various projects and structure types including municipal,
educational, aviation, residential, office buildings, hotels,
healthcare, and small commercial buildings. He has
developed an extensive background in design utilizing
various types of structural systems including concrete, steel,
wood and aluminum, and cast-in-place, pre-stressed and
post-tensioned concrete. Paul’s experience has enabled him
to effectively manage projects, while providing a high level
of client satisfaction with engineer services and structural
drawings. He has completed 10 local Southwest Florida
projects with SchenkelShultz.

Naples Airport GAT Renovation, Naples Airport Authority*
20,125 SF / $6.6 million / Naples Airport experience /
renovated the existing general aviation terminal to enhance
the passenger experience / modern coastal design that
embraces the local community aesthetic / inviting lobby
with a green living wall feature / upgraded lobby, expanded
passenger lounge and new cafe / renovated office and
support space for staff

Naples Airport NRT Renovation, Naples Airport Authority*
14,000 SF / $740,000 / Naples Airport experience /
upgrades to the existing terminal / created bright, open
spaces for the Authority and FBO tenant / renovated
restrooms / added office space

Naples Airport AOB Renovation, Naples Airport Authority*
9,036 SF / $1.1 million / Naples Airport experience
/ exterior renovations to blend with terminal design /
renovation to the common entry corridor, restrooms and
finishes /improved office and conference space for staff
CONRAC at Sarasota-Bradenton International Airport,
Sarasota-Manatee Airport Authority
88,000 SF / $22 million / CONRAC experience / a new
state-of-the-art facility with rental car storage / cleaning /
automotive maintenance / fueling activities for all rental car
operators at the Airport

Naples Airport GAT Renovation, Naples Airport Authority*
20,125 SF / $6.6 million / Naples Airport experience /
renovated the existing general aviation terminal to enhance
the passenger experience / modern coastal design that
embraces the local community aesthetic / inviting lobby
with a green living wall feature / upgraded lobby, expanded
passenger lounge and new cafe / renovated office and
support space for staff
Naples Airport AOB Renovation, Naples Airport Authority*
9,036 SF / $1.1 million / Naples Airport experience
/ exterior renovations to blend with terminal design /
renovation to the common entry corridor, restrooms and
finishes /improved office and conference space for staff

CONRAC at Tampa International Airport, Hillsborough
County Aviation Authority
2.3 million SF / $267 million / CONRAC experience / new
5-story, state-of-the-art facility with 4,400 ready-return
spaces / includes a multi-level quick turn-around area with
fueling on each level /new 1,200-ton central energy plant to
support the project

General Aviation Terminal at Marco Airport, Collier
County Government*
16,400 SF / $8.7 million / Southwest Florida aviation
experience/ new terminal design that replaced an existing
facility / designed to welcome passengers with a modern,
coastal aesthetic / includes an inviting lobby with natural
daylighting, passenger lounge with comfortable seating,
offices, multi-purpose community room and GSE facilities

Curbside Expansion & CEP at Tampa International
Airport, Hillsborough County Aviation Authority
228,400 SF / $228 million / Florida aviation experience /
main terminal curbside expansion adding new lanes / also
includes a 4,800 ton central energy plant

General Aviation Terminal at Page Field Airport, Lee
County Port Authority*
46,000 SF / $6.7 million / Southwest Florida aviation
experience/ new terminal with rental car counters, cafe,
public lobby, seminar room and offices / LEED® certified

* denotes experience with SchenkelShultz
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TEAM INTRODUCTION AND RESUMES
TIMOTHY J. PARKER, PE, CM

WILLIAM E. PRYSI, PLA, ASLA

Civil Engineer - Hole Montes

Landscape Architect - Hole Montes

Education: Bachelor of Science
in Aeronautical & Astronautical
Engineering, University of Illinois

Education: Bachelor of Arts,
University of Florida

Registration: Professional Engineer,
FL #50062
Years of Experience: 40 years
Timothy has extensive airport and construction management
experience for a wide-range of commercial service and
general aviation airport projects. His project management
experience includes airport engineering, civil/environmental
engineering, aerospace engineering, public and private
development. As a longtime resident of Southwest Florida
with prior experience as an environmental regulator, Tim
has proven to be invaluable when dealing with complex
permitting issues. His experience ranges from small security
fencing projects to multi-million dollar projects at general
aviation and commercial service airports. In addition, he is
a Certified Member of the American Association of Airport
Executives and a member of the Aircraft Owners and Pilots
Association, Florida Airports Council and Society of Flight
Test Engineers.
Drainage - Florida Aviation Experience
• Rehabilitation of Runway 5-23 and Associated Taxiways at
Page Field Airport - Fort Myers, FL
• Stormwater Improvements and Wetland Mitigation at
Valkaria Airport - Melbourne, FL
• South Runway Site Prep at Southwest Florida International
Airport - Fort Myers, FL
• Master Drainage Plan at Pompano Beach Airpark Pompano Beach, FL
• Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan for Runway 8R/26L
Rehab at Miami International Airport - Miami, FL
Airfield Marking, Signage and Lighting - Florida Aviation
Experience
• Runway 5-23 and Associated Taxiways at Page Field
Airport - Fort Myers, FL
• Runway 13-31 and Associated Taxiways at Page Field
Airport - Fort Myers, FL
• Taxiway Re-designations at Page Field Airport - Fort
Myers, FL
Airfield Pavement - Florida Aviation Experience
• Rehabilitation of Runway 5-23 and Associated Taxiways at
Page Field Airport - Fort Myers, FL
• Runway 10-28 Reconstruction and New Parallel Taxiway
A, Apron Rehabilitation and Reconstruction at Valkaria
Airport - Melbourne, FL
• Taxiway B, B2, B10, J, Y and Z Improvements at Orlando
International Airport - Orlando, FL
• Pavement Evaluation for Airside Pavements / Design and
Construction for Taxiway D & E at Tampa International
Airport - Tampa, FL

Registration: Registered Landscape
Architect, FL #0001342
Years of Experience: 34 Years

Bill has experience in parks and recreation design, site
planning and community design, site design and analysis,
hardscape design and construction detailing, construction
observation, landscape and irrigation design. He also has
experience in three-dimensional design with digital imaging,
and project and marketing graphics. He has extensive
local project experience in Southwest Florida and has an
understanding of the natural vegetation. In addition, Bill will
work collaboratively with the design team to ensure that
the landscape design is cohesive, welcoming and meets the
Airport Authority’s goals.
World Office Headquarters, Hertz Corporation
local Southwest Florida design experience / relocation
of corporate headquarters / involved in gaining zoning and
design approvals through the Estero design guidelines and
review process / services included master planning, site
design, site design, permitting, landscape and hardscape
design for the main building, parking garages and adjacent
public park space offered as part of the development
approvals
Spring Run and Copperleaf at The Brooks,
Spring Run Golf Club Community Association
2,500 acres / local Southwest Florida design experience
/ two separate golf course communities consisting of
over 1,600 acres with more than 8 internal development
communities within each / included internal landscape and
hardscape designs and documents for each community /
also involved landscape design for recreation centers, entry
features, and community common area elements
New Continuing Care Retirement Community, The
Colonnade at Estero
local Southwest Florida design experience / a large scale
community with independent, assisted and memory care
living consisting of over 300 units / landscape architectural
design services for all of the exterior spaces throughout the
landscape, hardscape, irrigation and site lighting / services
included initial schematic master planning, zoning, site
design and permitting and construction documents
Other Southwest Florida Design Experience
• Bonita Springs Community Center - Baseball Complex,
Master Plan and Phase I - Bonita Springs, FL
• STARS Complex - Fort Myers, FL
• Bunche Beach Regional Park, Master Plan and Phase I Fort Myers, FL
• Lee County Sports Complex - Fort Myers, FL
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TEAM INTRODUCTION AND RESUMES
MATTHEW KNIGHT

Cost Estimator - KMI International

Education: Associate of Science,
Valencia College
Registration: N/A
Years of Experience: 16 Years

Matthew has over 16 years of Construction Management
experience managing and coordinating multi-million-dollar
construction projects beginning with the design phase
through the handover and closeout phase. He is skilled in
Budgeting, Analytical Skills, Operations Management, and
Production Management. He has completed a significant
amount of work alongside SchenkelShultz for Signature
Flight Support.

Design Incorporating Native Landscape and Local Aesthetic
FBO Terminal, Orion Jet Center

Terminal C at Orlando International Airport, Greater
Orlando Aviation Authority
2018 - est. 2022 / aviation experience / estimator /
supporting the owner in the cost modification management
process / provide independent estimates of all bulletins
when submitted to the construction managers / review of
each change request when submitted for each trade
FBO Terminal at Des Moines International Airport,
Signature Flight Support*
41,000 SF / $10 million / FBO terminal design / captures
the spirit, culture and vibrancy of the city / interior
collaborative hub with green space and a sculpture art park
/ inviting lobby / includes offices, pilot’s lounge and support
spaces
FBO Terminal at Bedford L.G. Hanscom Field, Signature
Flight Support*
6,572 SF / $6.6 million / FBO terminal design / design
focused on creating a sense of place upon arrival / elements
embrace the local community culture and aesthetic /
includes passenger lobby, offices and support spaces

Work at an Active Airport - Huntsville International Airport
FBO Terminal, Signature Flight Support

FBO Terminal at Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International
Airport, Signature Flight Support*
18,320 SF / $12.1 million / FBO terminal design / modern
lobby / pilot’s lounge / private conference rooms / elite VIP
facility with TSA screening / sports charter with a VIP lounge
and individual suites / LEED® Silver certified
FBO Terminal at New York Stewart International Airport,
Signature Flight Support*
32,578 SF / $10.1 million / FBO terminal design / design
honors the nearby US Military Academy at West Point while
creating a modern building for passengers and customers /
includes inviting lobby, customer service and pilot’s lounge /
offices and support spaces

* denotes experience with SchenkelShultz

Experience at the Naples Airport
GAT Renovation, Naples Airport Authority
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TEAM INTRODUCTION AND RESUMES

Dan Laggan, Partner-in-Charge
Ron DeSantis, Governor

Brett Sands, Electrical Engineer
Julie I. Brown, Secretary

Ron DeSantis, Governor

STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL REGULATION

STATE OF FLORIDA

BOARD OF ARCHITECTURE & INTERIOR DESIGN

BOARD OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS

THE ARCHITECT HEREIN IS LICENSED UNDER THE

THE PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER HEREIN IS LICENSED UNDER THE

PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 481, FLORIDA STATUTES

PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 471, FLORIDA STATUTES

LAGGAN, DANIEL C

SANDS, BRETT L

SCHENKEL & SHULTZ INC
200 EAST ROBINSON STREET
SUITE 300
ORLANDO
FL 32801

19473 DEVONWOOD CIRCLE
FORT MYERS
FL 33967

LICENSE NUMBER: AR94736

LICENSE NUMBER: PE48477

EXPIRATION DATE: FEBRUARY 28, 2023

EXPIRATION DATE: FEBRUARY 28, 2023

Always verify licenses online at MyFloridaLicense.com

Somer Spencer, Aviation Prj. Architect / Lead Design
Do not alter this document in any form.
Professional
Ron DeSantis, Governor

Halsey
This is your license. It is unlawful for anyone other than the licensee
toBeshears,
use thisSecretary
document.

Always verify licenses online at MyFloridaLicense.com

Paul Moerschel, Structural Engineer

Do not alter this document in any form.

This is your license. It is unlawful for anyone other than the licensee to use this document.

STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL REGULATION
BOARD OF ARCHITECTURE & INTERIOR DESIGN
THE ARCHITECT HEREIN IS LICENSED UNDER THE

PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 481, FLORIDA STATUTES

SPENCER, SOMER A
200 EAST ROBINSON STREET
SUITE 300
ORLANDO
FL 32801

LICENSE NUMBER: AR96094
EXPIRATION DATE: FEBRUARY 28, 2023
Always verify licenses online at MyFloridaLicense.com

Dominic Cacolici, Mechanical Engineer
Ron DeSantis, Governor

Do not alter this document in any form.

Tim Parker, Civil Engineer
Ron DeSantis, Governor

This is your license. It is unlawful for anyone other than the licensee to use this document.

STATE OF FLORIDA

STATE OF FLORIDA

BOARD OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS

BOARD OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS

THE PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER HEREIN IS LICENSED UNDER THE

THE PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER HEREIN IS LICENSED UNDER THE

PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 471, FLORIDA STATUTES

PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 471, FLORIDA STATUTES

CACOLICI, DOMINIC J.

PARKER, TIMOTHY JOHN

4890 W KENNEDY BLVD.
SUITE 250
TAMPA
FL 33609

50 TIMBERLAND CIRCLE S
FORT MYERS
FL 33919

LICENSE NUMBER: PE74491

LICENSE NUMBER: PE50062

EXPIRATION DATE: FEBRUARY 28, 2023

EXPIRATION DATE: FEBRUARY 28, 2023

Always verify licenses online at MyFloridaLicense.com

Santiago Beron, Security Designer

Do not alter this document in any form.
This is your license. It is unlawful for anyone other than the licensee to use this document.

Always verify licenses online at MyFloridaLicense.com

Bill Prysi, Landscape Architect
Ron DeSantis, Governor

Do not alter this document in any form.Melanie S. Griffin, Secretary

This is your license. It is unlawful for anyone other than the licensee to use this document.

STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL REGULATION
BOARD OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
THE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT HEREIN HAS REGISTERED UNDER THE

PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 481, FLORIDA STATUTES

PRYSI, WILLIAM E
HOLE MONTES, INC.
LAND ARCHITECTS, INC
6200 WHISKEY CREEK DRIVE
FORT MYERS
FL 33919
LICENSE NUMBER: LA0001342
EXPIRATION DATE: NOVEMBER 30, 2023
Always verify licenses online at MyFloridaLicense.com
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C.

SPECIALIZED EXPERIENCE, TECHNICAL COMPETENCE & REFERENCES

NAPLES AIRPORT
GENERAL AVIATION TERMINAL RENOVATION
Naples, FL
The General Aviation Terminal at the Naples Airport has
been serving the community for over 20 years. Following
an extensive existing conditions assessment and master
plan, completed by SchenkelShultz, the Airport Authority
embarked on renovating the facility to enhance the
customer experience and welcome travelers to
Southwest Florida. The design was inspired by the
coastal elements of the nearby Gulf of Mexico and
Naples Pier. The modern aesthetic incorporates wave-like
canopies and interior elements that create a warming and
relaxed first impression as the gateway to Naples.
The renovated terminal includes an upgraded lobby,
expanded passenger lounge, new café / market, and a
relocated flight planning space. The inviting lobby includes a
green living wall feature, an open area for seating, upgraded
finishes and improved lines of sight to both the landside
and airside. The second floor features renovated office
space for staff and support spaces. The project also
involves site improvements with a larger curbside drop-off,
reconfigured parking, new canopies, signage and landscaping
that welcomes visitors to a tropical paradise. Our team
worked closely with the Airport Authority during design and
construction to facilitate the influx and demands during the
pandemic and global supply chain interruptions.
Client Name
Naples Airport Authority

Cost
$6.6 million

Relevancy:

Scope
20,125 SF / Renovation

Completion
2022

√ Design aesthetic inspired by local community

√ Work at the Naples Airport
√ Work on an active airport campus
√ Design improvements - finishes and functionality
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SPECIALIZED EXPERIENCE, TECHNICAL COMPETENCE & REFERENCES

NAPLES AIRPORT
NORTH ROAD TERMINAL RENOVATION
Naples, FL
The General Aviation Terminal is home to the Naples
Airport Authority’s administrative offices. In order to remain
seamlessly operating during the renovation of the terminal
facility, operations and administrative staff needed to be
relocated temporarily. The North Road Terminal required
some improvements in order to provide the space needed.
SchenkelShultz designed the renovations to the NRT that
included:
•
•
•
•

Minor upgrades to refresh the outdated space
Removed glass dividers
Added and office pod
Created a bright open spaces

• Renovated restrooms
Following the renovations, SchenkelShultz also completed
a Feasibility Study for future upgrades to the terminal
in order to accommodate the long-term goals and use for
the facility. This included a design study for a secondary
FBO and associated cost estimates. Options were explored
as the initial assessment of the work, which would include
landside and airside terminal improvements.

Client Name
Naples Airport Authority

Cost
$740,000

Relevancy:

Scope
14,000 SF / Renovation

Completion
2021

√ Experience with Authority office and FBO tenant design

√ Work at the Naples Airport North Road Terminal
√ Work on an active airport campus
√ Design enhancements - finishes and functionality
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SPECIALIZED EXPERIENCE, TECHNICAL COMPETENCE & REFERENCES

NAPLES AIRPORT
AIRPORT OFFICE BUILDING RENOVATION
Naples, FL
In conjunction with the General Aviation Terminal Renovation
project, SchenkelShultz is designing renovations to the
2-story Airport Office Building (AOB) located adjacent to
the terminal. In order to blend seamlessly with the new
coastal, modern design of the terminal, the exterior of
the AOB is being renovated to create cohesion with paint,
metal siding and a covered canopy that will connect to the
terminal. A new GSE storage canopy to the west side of the
hangar is also included.
On the first floor of the building, the common entry lobby
is being upgraded with new finishes, paint and lighting.
In order to provide updated office space for Authority
staff, a coastal interior design palette with upgraded
flooring, paint and millwork was utilized. The renovation also
includes an updated board room for staff and community
meetings.
The same design team of SchenkelShultz, TLC
Engineering Solutions, TRC Worldwide and KMI
International are responsible for the AOB renovation
allowing our team to seamlessly transition to the NRT
upgrade program. We understand the Authority’s needs
for office space and standards.

Client Name
Naples Airport Authority

Cost
$1.1 million

Relevancy:

Scope
9,036 SF / Renovation

Completion
Est. 2022

√ Experience with Authority staff and office design

√ Work at the Naples Airport
√ Work on an active airport campus
√ Design enhancements - finishes and functionality
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SPECIALIZED EXPERIENCE, TECHNICAL COMPETENCE & REFERENCES

ARFF / FIRE STATION #3
Naples, FL
To better serve the growing municipal airport, the Naples
Airport Authority engaged with SchenkelShultz to design a
state-of-the-art ARFF to replace their 30-year old outdated
station. The design team listened to the stakeholders’
needs and created a design that was centered around
efficiency, technology and flexibility to support the
community well into the future. The design met all
applicable local codes and security needs of an active
airport.
The new station, which is hurricane hardened to withstand a
Category 5 storm, includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 vehicle bays
Open area for day room, dining and kitchen functions
Conference / training room
Locker rooms
Single dormitory rooms with bunk beds
Designed to accommodate future expansion
Forklift accessible chemical storage
Fueling station
Emergency back-up generator

Client Name
City of Naples

Cost
$4.8 million

Relevancy:

Scope
10,200 SF / New
Construction

Completion
2020

√ Experience with Authority staff

√ Work at the Naples Airport
√ Work on an active airport campus
√ Local Southwest Florida design experience
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MARCO ISLAND AIRPORT
EXECUTIVE TERMINAL
Naples, FL
The new terminal at the Marco Island Executive Airport
replaced an existing terminal that had been welcoming
passengers to Marco Island, a resort area south of Naples,
for nearly 40 years. In addition to the new terminal, the
scope included associated landside improvements,
demolition of the existing terminal and expansion of the
existing aircraft apron which were completed by the civil
engineer. Designed by SchenkelShultz with an Old Florida
vernacular, the new 2-story terminal building is designed for
LEED® certification and meets the standards of design
for Collier County.
The first floor of the terminal welcomes passengers with
an inviting, open lobby space filled with natural daylight
and featuring regional art work. Additional spaces include a
lounge with various seating and technology, offices and a
ground support equipment (GSE) facility. A grand staircase
leads up to the second floor which is home to the Airport
Authority’s offices, conference room and additional tenant
suites. A multi-purpose community room provides space for
meetings, seminars, classes and events. The room opens
up to a balcony with a view of the airfield and provides an
overflow space for functions.

Client Name
Collier County Government

Cost
$8.7 million

Relevancy:

Scope
16,400 SF / New
Construction

Completion
2021

√ Design aesthetic inspired by local community

√ Local Southwest Florida aviation design experience
√ Work on an active airport campus
√ Office and conference space for Airport staff
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HARTSFIELD-JACKSON ATLANTA
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
FBO / ELITE TERMINAL
Atlanta, GA
Signature Flight Support’s newest facility encompasses
several program elements in two terminal buildings. The FBO
Terminal includes an inviting public lobby, pilot’s lounge,
private conference room and cafe. The FBO Terminal also
includes a separate Sports Charter/VIP Lounge that serves
VIP clients and professional athletic teams, providing more
secure, private access to those passengers.
The project also includes a stand-alone Elite Terminal
Building for commercial VIP travelers using commercial airline
services, including those who will be traveling internationally.
The Elite Terminal includes TSA screening, a private
lounge, individual suites and a separate garage for these
passengers to utilize before being transported directly to
their commercial flight for boarding at the main commercial
Terminal. The facility also includes Customs and Border
Protection (CBP). The thoughtful design includes art from
local artists that capture the vibrancy of the city and
creates a sense of place upon arrival.
The FBO and Elite Terminals are both LEED® Silver
Certified and incorporated sustainable design and
construction practices and products.
Client Name
Signature Flight Support

Cost
$12.1 million

Relevancy:

Scope
18,320 SF / New
Construction

Completion
2020

√ Design aesthetic inspired by local community

√ FBO Terminal design
√ Work on an active airport campus
√ Office and conference space for Airport staff
√ State-of-the-art passenger amenities
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DES MOINES INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
FBO TERMINAL
Des Moines, IA
Des Moines is a hub of arts, culture and business activity.
Signature Flight Support has been serving the area’s
customers and passengers with their FBO services, but was
in need of a new terminal that would capture the spirit,
culture and vibrancy of the city. The new terminal was
thoughtfully designed to create a series of moments and
an experience that is felt from landside to airside as the
passengers initial and final impression of their time in
the city. This was achieved through an interior collaborative
hub with green space and a sculpture art park on the
outside featuring local art.
The FBO terminal includes an inviting lobby, offices, pilot’s
lounge and support spaces. Adjacent to the terminal is a
30,000 SF hangar with an attached 6,000 SF of tenant
space with offices, restrooms and support space.

Client Name
Signature Flight Support

Cost
$10 million

Relevancy:

Scope
41,000 SF / New
Construction

Completion
Est. 2022

√ Design aesthetic inspired by local community

√ FBO Terminal design
√ Work on an active airport campus
√ Office and conference space for Airport staff
√ State-of-the-art passenger amenities
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BOSTON-LOGAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
FBO TERMINAL CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
Boston, MA
SchenkelShultz worked alongside Signature Flight Support
on their newest facility at Boston Logan International Airport
to provide a larger replacement terminal to meet an
increase in passenger demand.
The FBO Terminal was designed to embrace its natural
surroundings, overlooking the Boston Harbor Garden. The
design utilizes a slate gray brick material to reflect the
industrial side of the City, as well as using natural elements
such as bamboo in the indoor, and outdoor spaces. These
details can be seen throughout the arrival lobby, reception
area, coffee bar, and internet station. Pilots can also
enjoy Boston’s cultural art, which is featured throughout the
terminal. The facility also provides a flight planning station,
conference room, line support, dispatch, an elite lounge
with private suites and support spaces. Office spaces are
located on the second floor of the facility, with a roof
garden above serving as a connection to nature.
The terminal design also includes an Aviation Museum,
where guests can pass the time, and learn more about the
history of flight and the history of Signature Flight Support’s
operations.

Client Name
Signature Flight Support

Cost
Est. $15 million

Relevancy:

Scope
16,000 SF / New
Construction

Completion
2021 - Conceptual Design

√ Design aesthetic inspired by local community

√ FBO Terminal design
√ Work on an active airport campus
√ Aviation museum and history
√ State-of-the-art passenger amenities
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HANSCOM FIELD BEDFORD AIRPORT
FBO TERMINAL
Bedford, MA
For the new FBO Terminal, located in Bedford, Signature
Flight Support wanted to create a welcoming environment
that allows passengers to feel a sense of place right
when they land. To meet this goal, at the Bedford terminal,
SchenkelShultz looked towards the historic Minute Man
Park and the North Bridge that spans the Concord River
as design inspiration to capitalize on the unique
atmosphere and aesthetic.
The FBO Terminal’s canopy reflects the structure of the
bridge with that element carrying on throughout the
terminal. Features of the outdoors are brought inside
through use of carpet that mimics vegetation and other
flooring elements resembling cobblestone. Brick archways
can be found throughout and the exterior curtainwall mimics
the traditional window proportion and grids, while providing
natural daylighting throughout the facility.
Program elements include passenger seating, lobby,
customer service counters, pilot’s lounge, conference
room and offices.

Client Name
Signature Flight Support

Cost
$6.6 million

Relevancy:

Scope
6,572 SF / New
Construction

Completion
Est. 2022

√ Design aesthetic inspired by local community

√ FBO Terminal design
√ Work on an active airport campus
√ Office and conference space for Airport staff
√ State-of-the-art passenger amenities
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HENRY E. ROHLSEN AIRPORT
TERMINAL IMPROVEMENTS - PHASE I
St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands
The Henry E. Rohlsen Airport is undergoing significant
improvements to enhance the operational efficiency of
the facility and improve the overall traveler experience.
The work includes a 6,550 SF terminal expansion and
approximately 8,600 SF of renovations and improvements.
To increase the overall square footage, the existing exterior
covered walkway on the east side of the terminal and the
exterior east-west walkway to the landside curbside area
will be converted to interior conditioned terminal space.
This will be accomplished by enclosing the arcade openings
with new storefront, replacing the existing concrete slab,
adding new ceilings, new finishes and roof flashing work.
The scope also includes expansion and improvement of the
existing mechanical, electrical, and fire protection, security,
IT and low voltage systems. Additionally, the project
encompasses renovations of the existing terminal, including
reconfiguration of gate agent counters millwork to
maximize efficiency of operations, additional gate area
seating, concession improvements and renovated public
restrooms.

Client Name
Signature Flight Support

Cost
$7.8 million

Relevancy:

Scope
15,150 SF / Renovation

Completion
2021

√ Improve the passenger experience

√ Existing terminal improvements and upgrades
√ Work on an active airport campus
√ State-of-the-art passenger amenities
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REF-2: REFERENCE INFORMATION FORM
Exhibit D
PROPOSAL
REFERENCE INFORMATION
(project completion within previous five years)

Project Reference:

Terminal Improvements - Phase I at Henry

December 2021
________________

E. Rohlsen Airport
_____________________________________________
Project Name

Date of Completion

Fritzgerald Boezem, Jr. - Airport Operations Manager
________________________________________________________________
Reference Name (must be directly related to project)

________________________________________________________________
P.O. Box 1134
Address

St. Croix, Virgin Islands 00820
________________________________________________________________
City, State and Zip Code

340-719-6207
____________________________

fboezem@viport.com
__________________________________

Phone

Project Reference:

Email

FBO / Elite Terminal at Atlanta

August 2020
________________

_____________________________________________
International Airport
Project Name

Date of Completion

Tom Vliek - Senior Director of Facilities & Procurement
________________________________________________________________
Reference Name (must be directly related to project)

________________________________________________________________
201 South Orange Avenue, Suite 1100-S
Address

Orlando, FL 32801
________________________________________________________________
City, State and Zip Code

407-648-7200
____________________________

tom.vliek@signatureflight.com
__________________________________

Phone

Project Reference:

Email

Executive Terminal at Marco Island Airport
_____________________________________________

March 2021
________________

Project Name

Date of Completion

Andrew Bennett - Executive Airports Manager
________________________________________________________________
Reference Name (must be directly related to project)

________________________________________________________________
2005 Mainsail Drive, Suite #1
Address

Naples, FL 34114
________________________________________________________________
City, State and Zip Code

239-252-8425
____________________________
Phone

Naples Airport Authority

Andrew.Bennett@colliercountyfl.gov
__________________________________
Email

REF-1

Reference Information
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PROJECT UNDERSTANDING

SchenkelShultz’s aviation practice is built upon our
experience developing innovative design solutions that
are responsive to current industry trends, and in the
relationships fostered from over 30 years of exceeding our
clients’ expectations on every level of project performance.
Our expertise in the aviation market is backed by completing
more than $2.7 billion of aviation designs ranging from
FBO and Executive facilities to International Airport
analysis, planning, design, rehabilitation, and renovation.
For the North Road Terminal (NRT) Improvement project,
SchenkelShultz will utilize the following approach.

PROJECT/PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

We understand the focus of this project is to provide a costeffective, functional solution, that exhibits design excellence,
surpassing expectations of the Naples Airport Authority. As
part of our design process, SchenkelShultz will work with
you to define the project goals and objectives which will
provide a solid foundation that can be carried through all the
phases of the NRT Upgrade project. We will listen, guide
and communicate with the Airport Authority to create
consensus and ensure that expectations are understood
from the beginning of the project.
Nathalie White, Project Manager and Construction
Administrator, and Somer Spencer, Aviation Project
Architect / Lead Design Professional, will work as a unit
and oversee design compliance, submissions, cost
estimates, construction document production, schedule
adherence and constructability analysis. To encourage
open channels of communication, Nathalie White and
Gennifer Hunt, Interior Designer, are both located in our
Southwest Florida office and can be on-site as needed.

Communication Plan

Communication is a vital part of the design process and
starts with the kick-off meeting and follows through
until project close out. Our communication plan involves
scheduling regular programming meetings that correspond
to design package milestones. A project like this requires an
extraordinary trusting partnership between SchenkelShultz,
the Construction Manager and the Naples Airport Authority.

Open Passenger Lobby and Waiting Area with Cafe
FBO Terminal, Orion Jet Center

Having worked with the Naples Airport for the past 5
years, SchenkelShultz understands the importance of
communication. Our approach to managing communication
among all team members focuses on establishing regularly
scheduled meetings with key stakeholders from the start.
Project meetings will occur bi-weekly and each of these
meetings will have a specific agenda with clear and focused
goals and objectives. These agendas will be issued prior to
the meetings in order to ensure that all members are well
prepared, and the meetings are productive by remaining
on-task. We recommend face-to-face workshops for primary
meetings, with virtual meetings to supplement further
communication amongst the team.
A record will be kept in the form of meeting minutes that will
document all in attendance, meeting notes inclusive of all
written, verbal and drawn communication and Action Items
highlighting the “who, what and when” of any item that
requires action by the team. The documentation of detailed
notes during all project workshops and virtual meetings
is critical to further enhance the team’s communication
abilities.
The Action Items list will be in the form of an Excel
spreadsheet that will track all the items resulting from each
meeting or discussion. This overall list includes tasks for the
entire design team and the client. This is an on-going list
that will be maintained by Nathalie White, from the project
start through completion. Action items are never removed
from this list. Instead, the file is organized with the following
information: Item Description, Responsible Individual,
Comments, Description of Resolution/Status and Date
Closed. This ensures that a running record of all decisions is
maintained throughout the course of the project and provide
the airport with the assurance that your input and decisions
make it through to the final design.

Technology

Technology plays an integral role in enhancing the project
implementation process by enabling our team to engage in
real time working collaboration sessions with stakeholders,
share documents and information remotely and communicate
anywhere and at any time.

Experience at the Naples Airport
GAT Renovation, Naples Airport Authority
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Some technology tools we use include:
• Web Based Communication Platforms, such as Microsoft
Teams
• Mobile Technology
• Secure Remote Access – Virtual Private Network
SchenkelShultz also uses technology as part of our design
and quality control process. Our team utilizes a wide array
of technical software and hardware platforms to design
buildings and present solutions. We utilize 3D Building
Information Modeling (BIM) software to allow our team to
easily refine the coordination of the architectural, structural,
MEP systems. Other opportunities with using 3D modeling,
includes visualization of design options, identifying spatial
coordination issues, tracking net and gross floor area and
generating data about the design for pricing exercises,
energy modeling and sustainability initiatives. Using BIM
software creates an efficient workflow, allowing us to
seamlessly provide in-house renderings and construction
documents at the same time.
As a quality control tool, we use technology tools for
meetings and workshop discussions. We regularly use webbased conference with shared screens to allow everyone
in the virtual meeting to review the documents in realtime together. Using a PDF software, Bluebeam, we also
implement interactive cloud-based review sessions where all
team members and clients can log-on to the Project Session
and add redline comments and review input from other team
members,

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

Often referred to as the “front door” or “gateway” to the
community or city, FBO Terminals are often the first and
last impression travelers have of the area. As part of our
approach, we see these facilities as being a snapshot of the
region in which they are in. Extensive research is done when
designing these facilities to capture the true essence of the
respective location. We have done this research on more
than 50 FBO projects nationwide for Signature Flight
Support, in cities such as Anchorage, AK, Des Moines, IA,
Washington, DC, Atlanta, GA and Nashville, TN.

Capturing the City’s Essence in the Design
FBO Terminal at Nashville International Airport, Signature Flight Support

This experience has taught us that establishing a sense of
place within aviation facilities gives the location identity and
ownership for the occupants.
This implementation is then incorporated into the following
key phases and items:

Phase One – Discovery

As a renovation project, it is critical to first assess the
existing conditions. Having completed the recent
renovations to the NRT facility in 2021 and work on the
feasibility study for this upgrade project, SchenkelShultz
has the invaluable institutional knowledge of the
terminal building and its systems.
As a part of the feasibility study, the SchenkelShultz team,
which included our Lead Design Professional, Somer Spencer,
explored three options for the NRT. The first was an attempt
to keep improvements under the 50% FEMA rule. The second
option explored a complete renovation of the facility, which
would require a full upgrade of the building and the last
option involved a complete demolition of the existing building
and constructing a new terminal. We looked at potential
code upgrades that would be required should we exceed the
50% FEMA Rule, as well as upgrades to mechanical systems
to ensure we meet the minimum equipment efficiency by
changing out systems, adding insulation to existing hot water
piping to meet current plumbing codes and adding a fire
protection system as required for assembly spaces exceeding
12,000 SF. We also explored replacing all the light fixtures
with LED fixtures from a maintenance and sustainability
standpoint.
Having experience with the Airport Authority on vetting
through these options previously will allow SchenkelShultz
to continue the work where the feasibility study left off.
We will work closely with you to fully understand your
long-term goals for the facility and address the site
challenges as well. During this important Discovery phase,
the SchenkelShultz team will work with the key stakeholders
to help identify and prioritize the project’s short-term and
long-term goals.

Modern, Coastal Design Aesthetic in Naples
GAT Renovation, Naples Airport Authority
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After project goals have been established, it is critical
to define the program. This will require work sessions
with stakeholders using a tailored Space Needs Analysis
worksheet developed from our extensive and on-going
experience in the Aviation market sector. Post pandemic
features, such as touchless technology, space configuration
and seating arrangements can be implemented into the
design.
As part of the Discovery Phase, we will also confirm
permitting requirements. SchenkelShultz and our Civil
Engineer, Hole Montes, have worked on numerous
projects with the City of Naples and have developed
a proven path to ensure the building permit and all
approvals are obtained in a timely fashion. We have realtime, current and relevant experience in permitting at the
Naples Airport and with the City, as well as understanding
concerns and considerations with regards to hurricane wind
zone loading, FEMA floodplain requirements, building and site
design criteria.

Phase Two – Design

We aim to bring a sense of place to our aviation design
projects. Working through the Master Plan and designs for
the GAT and AOB terminals at the Naples Airport, we
have established a design style and aesthetic that can
be employed across the campus. We also recognize that
each project is unique and will still require the rigor in the
discovery phase to confirm airport direction and goals.
Evaluation of the site factors and context are a critical
starting point for the project. SchenkelShultz will work
closely with Hole Montes to analyze current conditions. We
understand that there are parking lot upgrades and drainage
issues, as well as site planning for a new Consolidated Rental
Car (CONRAC) facility that will need to study siting, landside
and airside issues, security, passenger vehicle access, rental
vehicle storage, pickup / return, utilities and existing civil
infrastructure. These factors will be evaluated in conjunction
with Facility Space Needs Assessment square footages to
develop the actual building area. With this approach, the

Southwest Florida Aviation Design Experience
Executive Terminal at Marco Island Airport, Collier County Government

building layout is developed with a good understanding of
the project requirements, FAA standards, airspace/airfield
criteria and response to the surrounding context and site
organization.
It is during this phase that we will also develop conceptual
floor plans and site plans. With our Aviation experience
and institutional knowledge of the Naples Airport campus,
we will offer insights on how to optimize these plans for
efficiency, operational needs and design approach to support
the project goals that were established early in the process.
Using the technology tools mentioned, SchenkelShultz will
refine the design and communicate with stakeholders to
ensure the most efficient operation of the building.

Phase Three – Construction Services

Construction administration is a critical project phase.
Similar to her recent role on the final phase of the GAT
Renovation, Nathalie White will serve as the Construction
Administrator and attend regular construction meetings,
coordinate support services, regularly visit the site, and
respond to issues through submittal reviews, and RFI reviews
and responses. Nathalie is in Southwest Florida, along with
the local offices of each our key subconsultants, our team
is nearby and readily available to attend meetings and/
or construction site reviews. The project team will review
shop drawings and pay applications in a timely manner and
coordinate the review with Airport staff. The project team will
monitor the contractor’s schedule during construction, relying
upon our expertise to identify potential schedule slippage
concerns. If these arise, we will facilitate solutions with the
airport staff and the contractor for opportunities to bring the
project back on schedule.
Upon substantial project completion, the project team
will prepare a punch list of items not in accordance with
the contract requirements or incomplete. The design team
will monitor completion of these activities and assist in
determining and documenting the condition and date of final
completion. The Project team, along with Airport Authority
staff, will conduct final inspections.

Capturing the Local Design Aesthetic and Culture
FBO Terminal at Boston-Logan Int’l Airport, Signature Flight Support
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The execution of the construction phase with this expertise
and specific attention to detail, cost and schedule will
ensure that the newly renovated North Road Terminal and
ConRAC Facility are a both a successful project and a
state-of-the-art facility. We are confident we can deliver a
high-quality facility that the Airport will be proud to operate,
customers and pilots will want to visit, and staff will feel
positive about and want to work in, for many years to come.

VALUE ENGINEERING

Part of the Architect’s responsibility is to deliver a project
that is aesthetical pleasing, functional and within budget.
With the escalation in today’s construction market, we have
had to be creative in meeting these standards.
During design, we develop a tier system and categorize
items into special and everyday categories. The special items
are those that are on the higher end of the design with a
higher cost per square foot, while the everyday are those
items that are more standard and lower cost per square foot.
Balancing the quantities of these items can greatly assist in
controlling costs.
For the tier system, we always look to have at least two
options for the special items, one that is the preferred
option and another that is more cost-effective, but still
maintains quality and design intent. Using these strategies
have allowed us to maintain the initial goal and design intent
of the project, while maintaining budget.

Cost Control

Estimating a project begins at the first meeting with the
client and is a continuous process. We have included KMI
International on our team as our Cost Estimator for early
involvement to remain on budget, as well as based on
their knowledge working with SchenkelShultz on the NRT
Feasibility Study. Conscious of the global production and
supply chain disruptions, partnership is more important now
than ever before. The key is working together as a team
to establish an overall value that aligns with the vision of
the design, with an appropriate palette of materials and
systems, to make the building function properly during its
life span. Since this project will be delivered utilizing the

Work on an Active Airport Campus
FBO Terminal at Atlanta Int’l Airport, Signature Flight Support

Construction Manager at Risk delivery method, we will
work closely with the chosen firm to select the most costeffective materials, while confirming availability before the
design is finalized.
SchenkelShultz takes fiscal responsibility seriously. Our
design process includes regular cost estimates to verify
budget status, which enables the team to provide a more
accurate cost analysis and schedule from the beginning.
Our recommendation is for the preliminary budget to be
established at the end of the discovery phase, once the
program is established by the owner and prior to proceeding
into the design phases.
We will continue to work closely with the CM during
Schematic Design and Design Development to ensure that
the project is within budget before continuing into the
final construction documentation. At each cost estimate
submission, an evaluation should be done as a team to
maintain the project budget. This process also allows the CM
and design team to identify any gaps or coordination issues
in the drawings that can be resolved prior to finalizing the
Construction Documents for bidding. It is the responsibility
of the design team to see that this is accomplished, while
adhering to the vision and goals of the Airport Authority.

APPROACH TO THE CONSTRUCTION SAFETY
AND PHASING PLAN

Design thinking includes all aspects of a project, and one
critical component is airport security and safety during
construction. Ensuring the security of the airport and its
employees, contractors and visitors is of vital importance
for the success of the project. Initial design planning and
clear understanding of construction phasing specific to the
project site and operation is essential. As the architect,
we play a role in the critical planning considerations to
support the construction manager and airport security
team during construction of the project, by including
them early in the design and phasing process to ensure all
procedures are in place before the construction begins. The
Naples Airport Authority has expressed interest in studying
potential phasing plans to maintain portions of the building
operational during the extent of the construction.

Embracing the Natural Landscape
FBO Terminal at San Jose Int’l Airport, Signature Flight Support
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There may potentially be relocation and shifting of staff
to ensure the continued operation is met without any
disruptions to the traveler’s experience.
SchenkelShultz has extensive knowledge in phased projects
and working on active airport sites. More than 90% of
our aviation design experience has been completed on
active aviation conditions. Our technical and management
experience is founded on the expertise that includes
some of the most complex projects, as well as phasing
considerations focused on maintaining on-going operations
for passenger service and revenue generation.
Our extensive experience in aviation design, has given us
an understanding of how to properly phase construction to
minimize the disruption of FBO activities. In order to create
a detailed phasing plan, SchenkelShultz will survey the
existing facilities and discuss schedule and approach with
Airport Operations and Maintenance staff.
We will work closely with the selected construction manager
to maintain the proper planning, communication, supervision
and training for employees to ensure that they are able to
carry out their jobs in a safe and effective manner. During
design workshops, SchenkelShultz will keep safety at the
forefront of the design by ensuring it is discussed regularly.
We will make sure that safety is an important agenda item
throughout design meetings and ask ourselves how the
decisions we are making today will effect safety in the
field. Additionally, as the site plan is developed, it must be
done to eliminate safety and security hazards. We will work
with the Airport staff to develop a strategy that maximizes
buffer zones between the work and airport operations. The
objective is to maximize safety and minimize disruption.
Way-finding is another important aspect of phasing
as passengers and visitors must find their way to a
specific location. Clear, concise, and direct way-finding
information helps passengers and visitors feel confident
in their understanding of the Airport and their ability to
find their destinations. We will develop a clear way-finding
signage system that allows for ease of circulation during
construction.

Airport Administrative Offices
FBO Terminal, Orion Jet Center

Naples Airport is a dynamic environment, operating around
16 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. There
are “peak” traffic periods, just as there are moderate to
slow traffic periods. Our team understands the delicate
balance which must be achieved between the daily
operations and construction activities. We will work with
Airport staff, the City, and all stakeholders to ensure that
operational issues, facility access, life safety requirements
(egress widths, exit door accessibility, etc), passenger
needs, and security requirements for the Airport are not
compromised during any stage of construction and provide a
logical and manageable construction phasing plan.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Sustainable Design

SchenkelShultz has proactively sought to incorporate
sustainable, high-performing, environmentally sound
buildings into our portfolio for a number of years. Currently,
our staff includes 14 employees that are are LEED®
Accredited Professionals by United States Green Building
Council, including having one LEED® Fellow on staff.
SchenkelShultz recognizes that the impact of sustainable
design goes beyond long term maintenance cost savings. We
will collaborate with City and Airport staff, the Construction
Manager, and our design consultants at every level of design
to incorporate sustainable building standards that will meet
any of the City’s sustainability goals. Our portfolio includes
over 100 LEED® and Green Globes projects, including
the first FBO Terminal in North America for Signature
Flight Support to be LEED® Certified at Boston-Logan
International Airport, as well as the First LEED® v4 New
Construction Certified Intermodal Terminal in the World at
Orlando International Airport.

Rental Car Counter and Relocation Design
Southwest Florida International Airport, Lee County Port Authority
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SchenkelShultz understands the time and resources needed
to complete a project of this magnitude. Our team is fully
available and committed to this project and will make it
a priority from day one.
The following chart shows the workload for our Southwest
Florida Office. With over 60 professionals in our firm,
the SchenkelShultz team is ready and has the available
resources to begin work on this project.
CLIENT NAME & OUTSTANDING PROJECT

PHASE

Charlotte County, Sheriff’s Administration Headquarters

Programming

City of Cape Coral, Police Training Facility

Schematic Design

Collier County Government, North Naples EMS

Conceptual Design

Collier County Government, Golden Gates Estates EMS

Bidding / Permitting

City of Bonita Springs, Aquatic Center Improvements

Bidding / Permitting

Naples Airport Authority, AOB Renovation

Bidding

Naples Airport Authority, GAT Renovation

Construction Administration

Lee County Port Authority, Terminal Expansion

Construction

Estero Fire Rescue, Station #45

Construction

Conference Room Overlooking the Airfield
Administrative Office Building, Boca Raton Airport Authority

Landside Arrival to Local Southwest Florida Airport
Executive Terminal at Marco Island Airport, Collier County Government
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

ATTACHMENT C: E-VERIFY ELIGIBILITY FORM
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12561 New Brittany Boulevard
Fort Myers, Florida 33907

